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The resource pol icymaker or administrator must
organize information about both the natural and .
th4 social systems., notwithstanding the' complex-
; ty of each; into a form that permits reasoned
decision among 'al ternat i ye actions. He mu5i do
this , moreover, at two levels: .firs,-,-, in the
selection of al ternat i yes 'to t;)e examined , wh i chte -

is itself a decision process shaped by political,
economic, and ins titutional /constraints; and se-
cond, in the aggregat i on' of da tabhow ing the rm-

. pl i cations of each option examined. His uizique

competence is his' ability to -sift out the .ele-
Inents in each system that are yirportant to a

. , particular decision context, 'and to integrate

1
them in such a way as to illuminate the'implica-
tions of chJice for waluei affected in both
sys teme. (Andrews, 1972, emphasis Trine)

i )
-

The following inquiry is an example of the kind of sifting " and .

a
"integrating" (wi thin api economi c framework) \ca II ed for by Professor And rews.

4
Addressed to the student al ready familiar trii th basic economic term and con-

.
cep ts , this paper iantalyzes some existing" pol icy alternatives by which socio-

political units can attempt to modify environmental behayior.
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INTkODUCAON
7t.K

Purpose

The primary objective of this inquiry is to construct a theoretical

model of probablistic effects thlt an effluent chargl has on an induStry.

Additional objectives are to make. an exemplary applica'tion of a portion

of the model and to evaluate the completed tasks by spe'cifYing additional

assurflptions, limitations:and aspects needing further study. Effluents

into water courses will be used'as our industrial example.

Significant questions might be posed, such as (a) How does an industry's

behavior differ, in the long -run, after the imposition of an effluent chafge

when contrasted to before the imposition of'the charge? (b) What economic

functions and- relationships within the industry are altered as a.consequence

of a charge? or (c) Does an industry's behavior vary according to differing

water quality goals?

N(

Delimitations

I

This analysis is delimited to embrace only those factors and v-a'riahle

normally associated with "ideal" market conditions. Also,"because a wate

industry model was selected, and because water quality decisions, are best -

-made with long-ranged horillons (e.g. , 20 years), only the 196g-ranged conse-

.quenees on an industry are considered (Dorcey, 1970). The reader also must

realize that an effluent chai-ge is but one means of attaining levels of

water quality. Other means are discussed by Kneese and Bower (1968): A .
4-

further delimitation places the theoretical industry under the jurisdiction

of an agency imposing equal effluent requiremeknts on every member of that

industry. Also, the method of impleTAtation of the effluent charge is not

'considered but has been discussed by Dorcey (1970) and Johnson (1967)..

Monopolies are als'o omitted from this inquiry.

I-5
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Beyond' the usual economic Principles operative in a market system,

the f011oWing principlbs are applicable to this p

1.' Exte'rnalittes should be internalized.

GUIDING PRINCIPLES
)

I

2. Damages td water.resources should be assessed in terms of
marginal damages. n

4

3.' An effluent-charge system should be-couched within, and take
advAntage of, the conventional functions of price theory
(Kneese and Bowei-, 196,8).

4. Effluent charges should be calculated that reflect the incremental
external costs that the discharge imposes upon the whole water
resource system (Kneese and Bower, 1968).

k he goal of an effluent, charge'should be to economi-eally force a
firm and its parent industry to behave in certain patterns.

. 6. Damages and costs should be quantified in incremental terms
(Kneese and Bower, 1968).

7. An effluent standard should be considered in light of the overal)
goals of water quality for the stream to which the outfall con-
tributes (Kneese and Bower, 1968).

8. Striving for a "standard" of water quality versus the "optimization"
of water quality should be considered within the, parameters of the

.

water resource basin.

9.' Effluent discharge should be specified in terms of quantities
(lbs., tons, etc.) ofpollutants rather than percentages of
outfall (Kneese and Bower, 1968).

10. The level f water quality desired should be treated as the
dependent'vaiable.

11. Water quality values should be relate to the adjaCent land values.

122, For purposes of calculating effluent charges, a'firm's production
costs should be estimated in terms the average of the marginal
costs of the firms involved.

13. Attempts at improved water quality should be viewed as essentially
shifts in property rights (Crocker and Rogers, 1971).

THEORETICAL MODELS

The purpose of this section is to model three important functional

relationships and principks as they express the consequences o1 effluent

charges. The first two models contrast the differences between (a) ,pply-

ing,an,efflgent chafge to all, levels of water quali.ty and (b) applying the

'charge only to undesirable dischdrtes above certain imposed standards. The

A
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third model (c) traces the effects of discharge cost through a total in-

,

dustryt given the delimitations mentioned earlier. Figures 12, and 3 ,f4

.'

should be referred to, respectively. ,
1

Water Quality Optimization Model

A predictive model for water quality "optimization" is shown in Figure

11 Regardless_of the method of implemntation, discussed by Dorcey (1970)

or Johnson (1967), an efficient condition of water quality is expressdd as

the satisfaction of marginal conditions; that is, from a theof-y of welfare .

economics point of view, water quality should ber'enhanced'to the point where

the marginal cost of affecting water quality levels has also risen. Figure 1,

therefore, expresses the optimal- level of waste abatement as OX-(+0orcey, 1970).

INSERT FIGURE 1 HERE

However, as Dorcey states, it is almost impossible ,to calculate at this

time the damage and costs as functions of units of wastes withheld from water

resources. Determination of relevant marginal conditions therefore cannot be

attained. A solution lies in the establishment of water quality standa "rds.

Water Quality. Standard Model

The establishment of water quality,standArds simplifies the attainment

of certain effluent levels. As shown in Figure 2,' the damage function'is

completely inelastic. This represents the applied standard and may be used
,

in marginal' analysis.' As Dorcey (1970) indicates, this assumption means! }
t.

that infinite benefits accrue from improving water uarity up to the stand-
,

lard, after which the benefits become zero. The quantity of wasote that must

be withheld is represented by OX in' Figure 2. Effident charges are such

that they begin above this inelastic curve. Any firm operating above the

standard will be charged accordingly. It should be understood, moreover,

that the setting of a standard implies that a stream of benefits are extant

(Dorcey, 1970). Any firm discharging excessive effluent into_a stream will

have added costs, and the 'assumption is made that firms in our hypothetical

industry are subjedt to effluent charges.

INSERT FIGURE 2 HERE

7
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Figure 2: Water Quality_ Standard Model
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iEffects,on a Competitive Industry
ti

4

: An er e%fluent charge impli that Incremental benefits iaccrye from waste
. , (

reduction. .When wastes are.not reduced then the appropriate. firms are
, .

charged Tor their "'use, of public resources. These costs have no correspond-

ing direct benefit to the firms. Collectively they change the nature of :the

emti re industry, especially if they continue over long, periods of time whic4'
, .

we have assumed to be the case. What is a probablistictreactio4 of an in-

. du trey to these additional costs?

/

Figerre 3 illustrates a theoretical industry model. The assumption is

made that there is' a proportional increase between quantity of production

output and the amount of discha'rged pollutantS. Also, since effluent charges

are tax'deductible operating expenses, then the firms of the industry will

only consider the net chave as a cost influencing their behavior (Dprcey,

1970). Furthermore, firms are going to equate the marginal costs between the

cost of cleaning up wastes and the costs of polluting (the effluent charges).

They will not clean up when it is chetspe'r to pay to poll4e. It must be un-

derstood that the purpose of an effluent charge,.at the outset is to induce

certain level of water,quality; therefore, to induce the needed level the

charges must have sufficient clout tä change betvavtor. In other words, in

. response to the fee which is based on marginal damages, .the outfall effluent

is decreased by the perpetrator until the cost of additional reduction

equals the effluent charge. Theoretically,the polluter must assume a cost

equal to the water damage Fier has created,
. .

INSERT FIGURE 3 HERE

On the firm'level, the effluent Charge will mean an increased margin'al

cost and average cost since each unit will cost, gore to produce.- The effluent

charge is assumed to be directly related to the quantity of output. Each unit
.

Will therefore ha,,e'an increase and, in turn, increase the average cost. Since

firms are subject to the market. price (P1 in Figure.,3), an increase in firm

costs will imply a drop productiom bbcause of the rule of producing where

marginal cost equals m rginal revenue.

0
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Figure 3: Competitive Industry Model
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A reduction in output for the firms,will have ,the cumulative
..effect

'. of shifting the supply curve of thq industry; from 'S
1

to S2 (Figure -3).
a . . 2,

---

This upward-and to the left shi f4 reflects the reduced production (hence

supply) and will Oerefore tend to increase' price toward a new equilibrium (it)..

,c, \
It is important tgnote that there has been an increase in price from

PI to' P#
2
which reflects the result of the effluent' charge. The total shift

..

in costs, however, is greater than the costs passed on with an increase in

price. Therefore, the producer and consumer will each Ikarits part of the.

cost of the effluent charge.

In essence, the consumer is now paying for benefits gained from clean

water, and the producer is paying to use the, water resource. The producer,

with his increase- in production costs, must now produce less at a higher _

price in order to compensate. Hence, the market mechanism begins to

briate eFigure.3). The only theoretical may in which all effluent charge .

costs could be passed on to the customer would be if the industry's demand
$

curve were. totally inelastic, whi'clf it was not.

fi
i . .

.

I industry could pass OR all effluent charge costs to the customers,

then it would not particularly care about paying the imposed fees: iidwever,
,l *

an increased 'reducingdoes effect business by reducing product conSumption.
. . .

---
DISCUSSION

Additional Assumptions

In the determination and use of effluent charges, other assumptions

-should be brought forth for careful review. It was a ra er strong assump-

tion that, regulatory agencies have sufficient scopewtb :nte.rnalize the major.

external effluent damages and cost (Kneese and Bower, 1968). Also, not all

taxing agencies 'desire to obtain maximum net benefits from their jurisdic-

tions, for they are often purely political bodies payingilittle attention

to efficiency matters (Kneese and BOwer\; 1968). The assumption was also .
4

<lade that the damaged parfies and the damagers could not reconcile their

di fferences through. di rect negotiation. Hence, the public agency reflected,

12
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the claims of individuals who

(Kneese aniBower, 1968).

.

-9-

fight have been incon'N'i ienced by A firm

Given the desirability of the goal :of Minimization of the cost of %later.

quality management, e application 9,f tHe effluent charge re i res less

formation' than other known methods. The effLuent charge ars'sumes a

0
linear function and nearly additive relationsh4 s mong is waste :sub-

stances . In combination the unique substpnces may be s hergistic, and tere:.-
...

fore place serious limitations on the additive-type i crease of thd ty0ical:

effluent charge (Kneese and Bower, I.968; Crocker and Rogers", 1971)..
.

In order for effluent charges to have predictable effects on an industry,

managerial decisions must be made in conventional styles. Because of increas-

ed public pressure, management is sometimes Y rced to move in' directions
.111/

which apparently cannot be easily converted i to pecuniary values.' The .cost

of a .public image is often difficult to calculate, but nevertheless may show

c" up in' the long- run if the company .fal is to abate . pol 1 ut i on .

tat..1.ons

The key. fimitation .to the theoretical approach and hypothetica so'lut'ion

,to .the goals of water dual i ty via the i'ffluent charge is that the problem

has been viewed princip2Itly# from an "efficiency'! viewpoint. The problemS of
4 0

"equi must also be broached. The--64-ril-i-Stari-Of equity cons i otepflons-Was an
.

important limitation of this brief exemplary analysis. .

,4

. - . .-...'4'

The goal of the effluent charge is .:VD attain certain levels of water
v

'
-4, , -.

quality.' Many firms because of their unusual costs gtructures
4
may be unable

. . .
. .

to abate pollution and might therefore have to continue to pay charges. A

...great many firms ppying charges prodlices revenue which may or may not be' aim-
.

'ed at cleaner water. Effluent charges, therefore, may never entirely, lead
0

us to the gbal for Which they were inlended:-.

.1)

.1

°- AO
,Many of ,the benefits from water are derjved frail recreation,and esthetic°

values and therefore omly accrue to thosewho mcoryoume these benefits. The

equibill ty of such benefit allocation may be qu'es'tioned (Kneese anl Bower, )968)..

13
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Further Research ,

mic state 'of an in.dustry before the appliAation of .icharge,.
versus te after a charge his been imposed ver-a specified period

of ould be cast- into a research model, \This model could be the base

'.for no ly ttheoreti,cal models but also empirical models. Additional re-

search' neecg- are to review actualcase studies to further examinethe con-
,.

. ,.
sistency between t heory an,d actual behayior. -Both theory and overt behavior

are :important (Johns'on, 1967) e-soe.ci al ly in environmental prob,lem-solving
o- cc.

andpol i cy"developthent

A.

1 4
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APPENDIX

4 a

AN EXAMPLARY PROJECTPROPOSAL

. The purposes of thi§ proposal brief are to (a) state the policy area
under 'analysis, (b) outllee how I intend to approach the area, and

(c) list a few key bibliographical sources related to the area.

'

The policy `area: The Economic Effects of an Effluent Tax on an
Industry-Ts'

The approach:-2 (1)1 to peruse the literature.listed below with the
intantiop of conceptualizing the policy area
by specifying the variables and principles
(relationships) operative,

(2) tb cong.truct a
1

working model of the alternative
sequential events inittateAby an effluent tax
on an industry,

(3) to attempt' to' make an exemplary'application,of
s, 'portion of-the model to a hypotheticgl industry;

(4) to evaluate the above tasks (1-3) by specifying
additional. assumptions, limitations, and prob-

lems.needing furthej investigatlon.

The v)orking

bibliography: 'Berg, G.G. Mater Pollution: A Scientists' Institute
for Nthlir Information Workbook. New York:

, .

Scientists' 1.6aitute for Public Information, 1970.

Brown, G.M. and Mar, B. "Dynamic Economic Efficiency
f" c% Water Quality Standards or Charges,". Water

Resources Research, 4,, December, 1968, pp. 11,53 -59.

Carr, D.E. Death of the Sweet Waters. New ,York:

Berkley Publishing Corporation, 1971.

C,Irlacy-Wantrup, S.V. Resource Conservation: Economics
and Policies. 3d eth'Berkeley, California: , iver-
sity o California Division of Agricultural S iences,
Agricul. ural xperiment Station, 1968.

Coas,e, R.H. "The Problem of Sociali Cost," Journal of
Law and.Economics, 3, 1960, p. 1-44.

Cr.ocker, T.D: and Rogers, A.J. Environmental Economics.
Hinsdale,.111inoist The Dryden Press, Inc., 1971.

mDales, J.H.sOollution, Property, and Prices. Toronto:
ve To Press. 1968.

R.K. The Range of Choice in Water Management.
Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1963. '
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A
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